
54.55% 36

34.85% 23

1.52% 1

6.06% 4

3.03% 2

Q1 Which style of bench do you prefer? A
or B?  (Don't consider color in answering

this question).
Answered: 66 Skipped: 0

Total 66

# Additional input. In order to be fully considered, please be brief, and specific. Date

1 I am not sure what type of wood "A" is but I prefer that style. However, if it is not a proven type of wood (or is it
even wood?) that will withstand many years of use and weather, I think another should be considered. The least
amount of future maintenance, the better.

3/13/2015 4:50 PM

2 Slates should be durable and restrict carving. Slates should be removable and.replaceable. 3/7/2015 8:03 PM

3 I think the benches are a bad idea, will encourage loitering, bring more vagrancy downtown, and detract from the
rural ambiance of Historic Main Street. With people loitering and smoking etc, in front of stores it will discourage
people from going into the stores they are in front of and will hurt business.

3/7/2015 4:04 PM

4 I think that benches are a bad idea, will encourage loitering, bring more vagrancy downtown, and detract from the
rural ambiance of Historic Main Street.

3/7/2015 2:39 PM

5 Whichever is least expensice 3/6/2015 7:23 PM

6 Have a local wood worker design and hire locals to build. 3/6/2015 7:05 AM

A - Victor
Stanley Mode...

B - Dumor
Bench Model ...

Both A and B
(mix through...

Neither - I
would prefer...

Neither - I
would like t...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

A - Victor Stanley Model C-10 (or equivalent) PREFERRED

B - Dumor Bench Model 160 (or equivalent)

Both A and B (mix throughout project)

Neither - I would prefer that the project not include benches

Neither - I would like to see benches incorporated into the project, but neither proposed style feels right for Main Street. Please see my
comments below.
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7 The Model 160 has cleaner lines, would be less intrusive, more in keeping with gold rush history,in my opinion.
the Model c-10 is very ornate, too ornate. In addition, just how many benches are planned? The current benches
impede pedestrian traffic, so go easy on these.

3/5/2015 10:12 PM

8 If the benches have wood slats, they will require annual maintenance which will increase ongoing expense. If the
metal is IRON, it'll rust, get on people's cloths, require additional maintenance in paint, rust stain removal from
cement on sidewalk, etc..

3/5/2015 9:07 PM

9 I like the trim styling and contrast with the seat of the Preferred bench, but it looks like it is too angled/reclined for
sitting on. I like how upright the B option is - probably a more comfortable choice.

3/5/2015 2:34 PM
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76.92% 50

9.23% 6

4.62% 3

9.23% 6

Q2 Which style of bicycle rack do your
prefer? C or D? (Don't consider color in

answering this question).
Answered: 65 Skipped: 1

Total 65

# Additional input. In order to be fully considered, please be brief, and specific. Date

1 Would prefer something with a little more design and character. 3/7/2015 10:06 PM

2 Neither has a historical Placerville look. 3/7/2015 8:03 PM

3 I feel bicycle racks are necessary and unattractive, and potential a trip hazard. I have never seen anyone looking
for one of these to use in Placerville.

3/7/2015 4:04 PM

4 I feel bicycle racks are unnecessary, an eyesore, and a trip hazard. In over 35 years I have never had anyone ask
for somewhere to hitch their bike.

3/7/2015 2:39 PM

5 Would prefer bike racks were placed in parking structure 3/6/2015 3:08 PM

6 Hire a local artist to design and local metal workers to construct. 3/6/2015 7:05 AM

7 Especially in light of the benches above, these are both very modern designs, we need some consistent design,
perhaps a bicycle rack that looks like an old-fashioned hitching post would be better.

3/5/2015 10:12 PM

C - Option 1
PREFERRED

D - Option 2

Neither - I
would prefer...

Neither - I
would like t...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

C - Option 1 PREFERRED

D - Option 2

Neither - I would prefer that the project not include bicycle racks.

Neither - I would like to see bicycle racks incorporated into the project, but neither proposed style feels right for Main Street. Please see my
comments below.
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72.31% 47

13.85% 9

13.85% 9

Q3 Which style of bollard do you prefer? E
or F? (Don't consider color in answering

this question).
Answered: 65 Skipped: 1

Total 65

# Other (please specify) Date

1 What is a Bollard? 3/9/2015 7:27 AM

2 Definitely Bollard Style 1! 3/7/2015 10:06 PM

3 These would not be necessary if the street and sidewalks were to remain in their current configuration which I
feel they should. These are very unattractive and detract from the overall rural feel of Placerville.

3/7/2015 4:04 PM

4 This is the dumbest idea I have ever heard of! It is an outrage that this is even being considered when you can
just make the street and sidewalks they way they are and keep the ramps. These look like something out of Dr.
Who.

3/7/2015 2:39 PM

5 what is a bollard and why do you need to spend $$ on it? 3/5/2015 10:50 PM

6 Again, these are very modern designs. 3/5/2015 10:12 PM

E - Bollard
Style 1...

F - Bollard
Style 2

Neither
proposed sty...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

E - Bollard Style 1 PREFERRED

F - Bollard Style 2

Neither proposed style of bollard feels right for Main Street. Please see my comments below.
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52.31% 34

41.54% 27

6.15% 4

Q4 Which pattern and color palette of
stamped concrete would you prefer be used
in the interiors of the bulbouts? G or H? The

images presented are approximate colors
associated with each proposed pattern.

Colors may vary depending on the device
you use to view or print these images.

Answered: 65 Skipped: 1

Total 65

# Other (please specify) Date

1 If this includes the color, I prefer Item H. Item G feels too geometric and not as authentic. 3/7/2015 10:06 PM

2 Stamped concrete is a waste of money, It is cheaper to install than real brick set up properly, but, you get what
you pay for. It will require much more money to exceed the initial price of brick to maintain and repair the stamped
concrete. It is fiscally irresponsible to use.

3/7/2015 4:04 PM

3 Stamped concrete is a bad idea. It is cheaper to install than real brick with a sand base but will be more
expensive in the long run. Real brick will harken back to when we had our own brick factory in town and will
naturally settle instead of cracking.

3/7/2015 2:39 PM

4 Both look far too contemporary. 3/6/2015 3:08 PM

5 Both of these styles would be difficult for a wheelchair, walker, cane, or crutches. The Ashlar Slate looks like a
bathroom floor, not a sidewalk. The Herringbone pattern may work, but it needs to provide a smoother, but not
slippery surface in the rain.

3/5/2015 10:12 PM

G - Rustic
Brown Ashlar...

H - Rustic
Brown...

Neither
pattern...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

G - Rustic Brown Ashlar Slate Bulbout Pattern PREFERRED

H - Rustic Brown Herringbone Bulbout Pattern

Neither pattern proposed for hardscape in the bulbouts feels right for Main Street. Please see my comments below.
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56.92% 37

33.85% 22

9.23% 6

Q5 Which pattern and color palette of
stamped concrete would you prefer be used

in crosswalks? I or J? The images
presented are approximate colors

associated with each proposed pattern.
Colors may vary depending on the device

you use to view or print these images.
Answered: 65 Skipped: 1

Total 65

# Additional information. In order to be fully considered, please be brief, and specific. Date

1 I prefer this one but am concerned the black fill will soon disappear with dirt, etc. 3/13/2015 4:50 PM

2 With this color palette, I prefer Item I...it if more interesting. 3/7/2015 10:06 PM

3 Stamped concrete is not as attractive as actual brick as well as being higher maintenance. It has a slick city look
as opposed to a classic but polished old look provided by brick.

3/7/2015 4:04 PM

4 Again, stamped concrete is a short sited and poorly planned idea. Real brick will be cheaper in the long term with
the cost of concrete repairs and is more ascetically pleasing.

3/7/2015 2:39 PM

5 Both are herringbone, neither has a historic feel. If brick look must be used, dont use herringbone pattern. 3/6/2015 3:08 PM

6 Same comments as above for bulbouts. I especially dislike the Ashlar Slate - still looks like a bathroom floor. The
both look like they would be very slippery in the rain, and the deep indents would make it difficult for wheelchairs,
crutches, walkers and canes.

3/5/2015 10:12 PM

I - Brick Red
45 degree...

J - Brick Red
45 degree...

Neither
pattern...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

I - Brick Red 45 degree Ashlar Slate Crosswalk Pattern PREFERRED

J - Brick Red 45 degree Herringbone Crosswalk Pattern

Neither pattern proposed to delineate crosswalks feels right for Main Street. Please see my comments below.
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49.23% 32

29.23% 19

20.00% 13

1.54% 1

Q6 Which style of trash/recycling
receptacles do you prefer? K, L1 or L2?
(Don't consider color in answering this

question).
Answered: 65 Skipped: 1

Total 65

K - Dual can
Victor Stanl...

L1 - Single
can with logo

L2 - Single
can Victor...

Neither - I
would prefer...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

K - Dual can Victor Stanley Model DYN-242 PREFERRED

L1 - Single can with logo

L2 - Single can Victor Stanley Model RSDC-36

Neither - I would prefer that the project not include additional trash receptacles.
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37.50% 24

54.69% 35

7.81% 5

Q7 Which style and color of tree grate do
you prefer? M or N? (Don't consider color in

answering this question).
Answered: 64 Skipped: 2

Total 64

M - Corona
Tree Grate...

N - Interlaken
Tree Grate...

Neither - I
would prefer...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

M - Corona Tree Grate Pattern PREFERRED

N - Interlaken Tree Grate Patter

Neither - I would prefer that the project not include tree grates.
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71.43% 45

19.05% 12

9.52% 6

Q8 Which species of tree should be planted
on Main Street, including replacing existing

trees? O or P?
Answered: 63 Skipped: 3

Total 63

# Additional information. In order to be fully considered, please be brief, and specific. Date

1 Would it be possible to have some of each and not just a long line of the same? 3/13/2015 4:50 PM

2 I'm assuming this will be fruitless and will drop its leaves each year. 3/10/2015 3:58 PM

3 Love the changing color of the Maple 3/7/2015 10:06 PM

4 No trees should be planted during the drought. As most trees on Main Street are memorials to fallen servicemen,
it would be obscene to replace them.

3/7/2015 4:04 PM

5 During a drought is a hard time to plant trees. I am not against new trees, just not at this time, I would not replace
any of the existing trees though as most of those are memorial trees and that would be offensive.

3/7/2015 2:39 PM

6 Would prefer smaller, more open trees that won't block store fronts, or no trees.The maples are too dense and
tall, and will cover up the character of the historic buildings. In the past, merchants would poorly prune trees to
improve visibility to their store, or cut trees down at night.

3/6/2015 3:08 PM

7 Can we have a CA native? 3/6/2015 7:05 AM

8 We tried planting trees on main st, and the result was not pretty. The trees do not have enough root space or get
enough air or water. The survivors were spindly and sickly, most of them just plain died. Our main st just does not
lend itself to trees. the sidewalks are too narrow to accommodate a good habitat for trees.

3/5/2015 10:12 PM

9 Spring snow crabapple - Less leaves in the fall to clog up the gutters 3/5/2015 9:07 PM

10 I like both choices. Can the project include more than one type of tree? 3/5/2015 3:26 PM

11 Prefer a choice of trees native to the area 3/5/2015 12:57 PM

O - Armstrong
Maple

PREFERRED

P - Spring
Snow Crabapple

Neither - I
would prefer...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

O - Armstrong Maple PREFERRED

P - Spring Snow Crabapple

Neither - I would prefer that the project not include replacement or additional trees.
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60.00% 39

15.38% 10

10.77% 7

3.08% 2

4.62% 3

6.15% 4

0.00% 0

Q9 What style of wrap-around bench do you
prefer? Q or R? (Don't consider color in

answering this question).Note: because the
sidewalk depth varies by location, the final

project will need to make site-specific
adjustments, i.e. in some locations the

selected bench style might be modified to
three (3) sides of the tree vs. a true wrap-

around or semi-circle.
Answered: 65 Skipped: 1

Total 65

# Additional information. In order to be fully considered, please be brief, and specific. Date

Q1 - Style 1
WOOD

PREFERRED

Q2 - Style 2
METAL (not...

R1 - Style 2
WOOD

R2 - Style 2
METAL (not...

Mix throughout
project

Neither - I
would prefer...

Neither - I
like tree...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Q1 - Style 1 WOOD PREFERRED

Q2 - Style 2 METAL (not shown in image)

R1 - Style 2 WOOD

R2 - Style 2 METAL (not shown in image)

Mix throughout project

Neither - I would prefer the project not include benches around any trees.

Neither - I like tree benches but would prefer a different style. See my comments below.
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1 Again - - - the one that would require the least furture maintenance. 3/13/2015 4:50 PM

2 Prefer wood 3/9/2015 1:41 PM

3 Just like the benches, this will bring more loitering and vagrancy to downtown. 3/7/2015 4:04 PM

4 As with the benches, I feel this will encourage loitering and bring more vagrancy to downtown. This will also
require more room on the sidewalks to accommodate them. We do not have the extra room on the sidewalks
now, and do not need to expand the sidewalks.

3/7/2015 2:39 PM

5 We tried planting trees on main st, and the result was not pretty. The trees do not have enough root space or get
enough air or water. The survivors were spindly and sickly, most of them just plain died. Our main st just does not
lend itself to trees, and adding wraparound benches would take up most of the sidewalk. These benches work
with nice WIDE sidewalks or in a park, not on Placerville's narrow sidewalks. Walk on Main St on a Saturday,
when people are here spending their $$, and you will find that people tend to walk 2-abreast, and if there are 2
groups going in opposite directions, they have to juggle people to stay on the sidewalk. In addition, wood is pretty
high-maintenance.

3/5/2015 10:12 PM

6 I prefer metal because wood requires more upkeep. 3/5/2015 3:26 PM
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57.14% 36

42.86% 27

Q10 For aesthetic features shown above
without a specified color, which family of

colors feels more appropriate for Main
Street? Existing street furniture (including

street lights and trash receptacles) are dark
green. Other historic elements along Main
Street are more rustic, including natural

wood, and browns. Colors may vary
depending on the device you use to view or

print these images.
Answered: 63 Skipped: 3

Total 63

# Additional information. In order to be fully considered, please be brief, and specific. Date

1 The greens will vary too much. 3/15/2015 8:13 PM

2 I like the idea of continuing with the green to add to the street elements we already have 3/7/2015 10:06 PM

3 The green will blend in better. 3/7/2015 4:04 PM

4 I prefer the green color to pull in with the existing downtown. 3/7/2015 2:39 PM

5 Would prefer black metal and natural wood 3/6/2015 3:08 PM

6 That green is a dated color and it takes me back to the 1990's. I think the Rustic color is more versatile,
coordinating more readily with all the various store fronts and other street accents and less likely to have that
dated feel.

3/6/2015 10:29 AM

7 Greens are great when they are brand-new, but they fade. The rustic colors fade too, but it is harder to tell. 3/5/2015 10:12 PM

Color Family 1
- Greens...

Color Family 2
- Rust, brow...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Answer Choices Responses

Color Family 1 - Greens PREFERRED

Color Family 2 - Rust, brown, bronze
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